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Abstract

The dataset includes responses from a contingent valuation study about the national climate change mitigation policies in Germany. The online survey was carried out in the spring of 2014. It assesses the willingness to pay for an increase of the national CO₂ reduction target by 10 percentage points, which closely represents Germany’s climate change mitigation strategy. Respondents were randomly allocated to one of the following three question formats: The dichotomous choice referendum, the dissonance minimizing referendum and the two-sided payment ladder. The data can be used to investigate the influence of alternative statistical approaches on the willingness to pay measures and their comparison across question formats.
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1. Data

The data set contains 1512 records obtained from a nationwide web-based survey of WTP for new or intensified climate change mitigation policies that are needed to reach Germany’s CO₂ reduction goal. The sample is representative for the German population between 18 and 69 by sex and age. The data is used to estimate willingness to pay across different question formats in "The Role of Question Format for the Support for National Climate Change Mitigation Policies in Germany and the Determinants of WTP" [1].

2. Experimental design, materials and methods

The questionnaire is designed to evaluate willingness to pay (WTP) in Germany for an increase in the CO₂ reduction target of 30% to 40% by 2020 compared to 1990. The target increase from 30% to 40% was selected for the contingent valuation (CV) scenario because it closely represents Germany’s climate change mitigation strategy.

The three versions of the questionnaire differed only by question format. The question formats employed are the dichotomous choice (DC) referendum, the dissonance minimizing (DM) referendum and the two-way payment ladder (TWPL). The DM referendum provides further categories to the standard DC referendum, which allow the respondent to express favour for the referendum without having to agree to pay the posted price [2]. The TWPL gives subjects the opportunity to express their WTP as an interval. The bid vector for all treatments comprised 14 bid levels from very low values to very high values: \{48; 72; 84; 108; 156; 192; 252; 324; 432; 540; 720; 960; 1200; 1440\} \(€\) per household per year. WTP is expected to differ across formats because of the differing response incentives they pose [3].

The questionnaire is structured as follows: After a few introductory questions an information screen informed briefly about possible climate change mitigation measures that are prominent in the public discussion about the climate policy mix in Germany. After the information screen, subjects were presented a short cheap talk script and afterwards the CV scenario with the varying question formats. Fig. 1 presents the CV scenario with the DM referendum response options. The information screen, cheap talk script and CV scenarios (DC and TWPL) can be found in [1]. The last section surveyed the attitudinal measures and demographic characteristics.
Fictional referendum

Please imagine the following situation:

The government plans to further reduce national greenhouse gas emissions. To this end the national reduction target of 30% less emissions is increased to 40% less emissions by 2020 compared to 1990.

The increase of the national reduction target will be implemented without other industrialized countries like the U.S. and emerging economies such as India and China committing themselves to reduce emissions.

Estimates have shown that due to the increase of the reduction target cost of living for every household will increase by 960€ per year or 80€ per month.

You can now vote in a referendum about whether the government should undertake the necessary actions to achieve the increased emission reduction target. If the majority of participants agrees to the proposal, the costs of living for all households would rise for the next seven years until 2020 by the estimated amount.

How would you vote in such a referendum?

- I support the referendum and would vote YES.
- I support the referendum, but I am not willing to pay that amount and would therefore vote NO.
- I support the referendum, but I cannot afford the amount and would therefore vote NO.
- I support the referendum, but I would vote NO, because ____________
- I do NOT support the referendum and would vote NO.
- I would not vote.

Fig. 1. DM referendum.
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Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dib.2016.03.013.
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